
2022 IGBRR All-Indiana Showcase 

One hundred of Indiana’s top girls high school basketball 
prospects participated in the 8th annual invitation only 
IGBRR All-Indiana Showcase on Sunday August 14th at 
Triton Central High School. The showcase included players 
from four different classes (15) 2023s, (40) 2024s (35) 
2025s, (10) 2026s. The underclass included most of the top 
prospects within their respective classes. The 2023 senior 
class included 15 of the class’s top uncommitted prospects 
that played in front of NAIA/D3 college coaches that were 
recruiting them.  

 

 
 

The event started with an hour of station work. The participants rotated between four stations including several skill 
training stations and a sports performance consultation. The next three hours of the event included three rounds of 
forty-minute running clock games that were lived streamed on BallerTV and are currently available on demand. The 
showcase teams were coached by some of the top trainers in Indiana. The event concluded with the naming of the 
All-Indiana Showcase Team as voted by the event’s coaches and evaluators. Team rosters, participant list, photo 
galleries and game box scores are all available at IGBRR.COM. For additional coverage follow the Twitter hash tag 
#AIS22. Following are just a few of the highlights throughout the event.  
 

 

 

2022 IGBRR All-Indiana Showcase 
 

 
 



2022 ALL-INDIANA SHOWCASE TEAM 

 
As selected by the showcase coaches & evaluators: L/R –  26’ G.Helsom (Homestead), 24’ R.Wilson (Noblesville), 24’ J.Woodard 

(Jennings County), 24’ C.Spreen (BNL), 26’ K.Holman (HSE), 24’ O.Nickerson (Twin Lakes), 23’ K.Shoemaker (Noblesville), 24’ 
L.Foster (Indian Creek), 24’ K.Sheets (Columbia City), 25’ K.Garner ( Sheridan) 

 

 



 

All-Indiana Showcase Classes 
 

2023 AIS Class 

 

 

 
  
 

  

Kristin Bukata   2023 / CG / 5'7 / Valparaiso 

We were not real familiar with Kristin until several views this spring and summer and was 
instantly a buyer. She has a high motor, deceptive athleticism, and a solid backcourt skill 
set that allows her to be a playmaker on both ends. She is on the attack and is extremely 
active defensively getting deflections and steals that turn into transition buckets. In the half 
court she can handle when needed and can create a variety of different scoring 
opportunities going to the bucket with her agility. A bit under the radar senior prospect that 
brings a lot of value with her combination of athleticism, skill and energy. Kristin was 
productive and consistently got buckets throughout the event.  

  

 

 

https://igbrr.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/22AIS-Bukata1.jpg


 

 

Caitlyn Campbell   2023 / SF / 5'10 / Winchester 

Caitlyn is another senior prospect that is a bit under the radar being from a 2A school in 
eastern Indiana and a multi-sport athlete that doesn't play a full club schedule. She is long, 
athletic and possess a naturally smooth game from the wing. She is highly productive at 
the high school level, 1000-point scorer, and shows the ability to get buckets in a variety 
of ways. She can shoot it out to the three-point line but is at her best using her length and 
athleticism to create opportunities going to the bucket. She can defend multiple spots with 
her length and agility. She has a lot of versatility and upside and will be a nice get for 
somebody. 

  

 

  

Bailey Parham   2023 / PF / 6'0 / Tri 

Bailey was out this spring and summer and this was her first event back. You would have 
not known it as she was as active and efficient as always. She plays with a good motor and 
physicality on both ends and you couldn't see any loss of mobility or tentativeness coming 
off her injury. She has a big strong post frame, has continually improved as a finisher and 
has always gone hard to the boards. She has a history of producing and being a workhorse 
around the bucket. It was nice to see her back on the floor competing at a high level, which 
I'm sure was a big confidence boost for her as well.  

  

 

  
 

Payton Seay   2023 / CG / 5'6 / University 

Payton has a strong frame and can play a physical skilled game. She shows the ability to 
get buckets in a variety of ways and shows her strength and aggressiveness on her attacks. 
She can defend multiple spots with her strength and athleticism. She shows an overall 
versatile game with the ability to physically compete against frontlines at the bucket and 
has the guard skillset to handle the ball and get buckets from the perimeter as well. Payton 
had a solid and consistent showing throughout the event. 
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Kaitlyn Shoemaker   2023 / PG / 5'5 / Noblesville 

Kaitlyn was big part of Noblesville 4A State Championship squad a year ago, 9 PPG , and 
will be an even bigger part of the repeat quest. Its easy to get lost on team that feature 
multi division one prospects but Kaitlyn plays her role efficiently within that setting and 
has shown on the club circuit and in showcase events she can go get buckets with the best 
of them. From the point she shows good instincts for the game, makes good decisions with 
the ball and has nice balance between facilitating and getting to her scoring opportunities. 
She plays with good energy and competes on both ends and leads from the point. Kaitlyn 
was named to the All-Showcase team with her consistent balanced play throughout the 
day.  

 

 
 

   

2024 AIS Class 

 
 

Gracie Fields   2024 / 5'8 / SF / Huntington North 

Each year you have a prospect that comes in and absolutely seizes the opportunity and that 
was Gracie this year. She played with a high level of confidence, showed a great deal of 
versatility, combined with her high motor play. She repeatedly displayed the ability to get 
to the bucket off the bounce and finished in a variety of ways with a good deal of 
athleticism.  She competes on both ends, stays active and is efficient with her chances. 
Gracie stoodout during the skill stations and had a pair of 13-point games on the day. 

  

  

 

https://igbrr.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/22AIS-Shoemaker1.jpg
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Lauren Foster   2024 / 5'7 / CG / Indian Creek 

Lauren has a smooth and crafty game from the backcourt. She is efficient with her 
chances, displays the ability to score it in a variety of ways and can handle as primary as 
needed. She has a strong guard frame, is a solid athlete and has good instincts for the 
action. She is a fierce competitor and a player you want to have the ball when a play needs 
to be made. Lauren was selected to the All-Showcase team and had games of 17 and 15 
points. 

  

  

 
 

 

Emma Haan   2024 / 5'8 / CG / Zionsville 

Emma is a bulldog from the backcourt and is a playmaker with a big motor. She can 
handle as a primary as needed, shows a nice balance between facilitating and getting 
buckets and puts pressure on her matchup on both ends of the floor. She had an 
outstanding day, showing well in the skill stations and had a couple nice games with 15 
and 12 point outputs. 

  

  

  

 

 

Alli Harness   2024 / 5'7 / CG / Carroll 

Alli is one of the top bucket getters in her class with the ability to fill it up from deep with 
range and has the handle and savvy to create shots going to the bucket. She doesn't need 
much space or time to launch her bombs and shows good instincts and court vision while 
on the move. She was getting buckets during the event, including dropping 24 & 15 points 
in her contest against Indiana's top talent. 
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Avery Kelley   2024 / 5'6 / PG / Evansville Memorial 

Avery is a high energy, skilled guard that leads from the point. She can handle against 
pressure, is explosive with the ball and has continued to add to her offensive game. She 
has become a more consistent shooter out to the three-point line which opens up her 
attacks and playmaking ability. Defensively she will pressure the ball with quick feet and 
hands and makes plays on both ends with her athleticism and instincts. She had another 
solid AIS, including a 17 point effort, and is among the top PG in her class. 

  

 

 

 

Olivia Nickerson   2024 / 5'6 / CG / Twin Lakes 

Olivia is one of the premier shooters in her class and can rack up triples in a hurry with 
her in the gym range. She can handle as a primary when needed, shows the ability to make 
good decisions with the ball while on the move and plays with energy. Olivia played 
herself onto the All-Showcase team for the second consecutive year with her consistent 
productive play throughout the skill stations and games.  

  

  

  

 

  

Kyndra Sheets   2024 / 5'6 / PG / Columbia City 

Kyndra has an elite skillset from the point with the ability to handle against pressure, 
creates for herself and teammates, and controls the offense. She can shoot it from deep 
and knifes through the D finishing with her patented scoop shot. She has good instincts on 
both ends allowing her to be a productive playmaker. Kyndra was named to the All-
Showcase team after a tremendous day that included games of 13, 20 & 13 points. 
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Chloe Spreen   2024 / 5'9 / CG / BNL 

Chloe is a top of the class prospect and a national level recruit. She has an extremely 
versatile skill set that allows her to be an elite level backcourt talent on the club circuit and 
play at other spots on her high school team as needed at a high level. She can score it at all 
levels in a variety of ways, can handle as primary and can create and finish with 
athleticism and skill. She defends multiple spots with her strong frame and agility and 
rebounds the ball. Chloe was named to the All-Showcase team after a strong showing 
throughout the event, including a 20 point game. 

  

 

 

 

Reagan Wilson   2024 / 5'7 / PG / Noblesville 

Reagan doesn't need to score the ball to have a huge impact with her energy, leadership 
and enthusiasm for her teammates. However, she is going to score the ball and is going to 
have an equally big impact with her PG skillset. She can handle against pressure, can 
create for herself and teammates while on the attack and continues to improve as an 
efficient shooter. She is a heady guard that competes at a high level and brings 
immeasurable intangibles from the PG spot. Reagan was named to the All-Showcase 
Team with her active and productive play. 

  

 

 

 

Juliann Woodard   2024 / 6'0 / PF / Jennings County 

Juliann has a strong post frame, agility at the bucket and a solid versatile skill set. She can 
score it in a variety of ways with the ability to attack out of the mid-post, solid mid-range 
game and a physicality at the bucket.  She stays extremely active and productive against 
often bigger matchups. She competes on both ends and plays with a confidence and blue-
collar mentality. Julianna was named to the All-Showcase team after a productive day.  
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2025   AIS Class 

 
 

Addison Baxter   2025 / 5'9 / PG / Columbia City 
 
Addison has had a stellar showing over the last year between camps, her frosh high school 
season and club ball this year. She has solidly put herself in the conversation as one of the 
top point guards in her class. She has an elite backcourt skillset for her age, high level 
instincts for the action and leads from the point. She can get buckets in a variety of ways 
as a scorer and displays court vision, handles and savvy to setup teammates. She has 
already collected several D1 offers and once again showed she is one of the premier PG in 
the state regardless of class. 

  

 

 

Chaney Brown   2025 / 5'9 / SF / Greenfield Central 
 
Chaney has made a lot of noise over the last nine months as an immediate starter and go 
to scorer at the 4A level as a frosh and she backed that up with an outstanding club season 
at her age level. We were curious to see how that would translate against the top talent in 
the state and she did not disappoint. Chaney has a strong frame, an athletic game and 
shows quite a bit of versatility. She can knock down jumpers out to the three-point line 
but does a lot of damage around the bucket with her athleticism. As she continues to add 
to her guard skillset she has the tools to be an impact prospect in the class.  

  

 

https://igbrr.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/22AIS-Brown.jpg


 

Nevaeh Dickman   2025 / 6'0 / PF / Fishers 
 
Nevaeh has been on our radar over the last year with her solid frame and athletic play as a 
frontliner. She continues to evolve and add to her game and has the physical tools and 
promise to develop into one of the elite forwards in the class. She affects the game on 
both ends with her athleticism, is comfortable with the ball, shows nice hands and feet and 
continues to develop on the offensive end. She was right at home playing against some of 
the top talent in state and was active and productive throughout the event.  

  

 

 

  

Kenzie Garner   2025 / 5'11 / SF / Sheridan 
 
Kenzie has a long athletic frame and versatile skill set that allows her to make plays on 
both ends. She shows the ability to score the ball in a variety of ways, gets herself to the 
free throw line and stays aggressive. She has the ability to defend multiple spots with her 
length and agility and goes to the boards. She was as active and productive as any 
sophomore at the showcase, which earned her a spot as the only 2025 on the All-
Showcase Team. A young prospect that has tremendous upside as she continues to fine 
tune her skill set.  

  

 

 

  

Allison Scheu   2025 / 5'9 / CG / Fishers 
 
Allison was one of only ten frosh invites a year ago but could not participate and she 
wasted no time this go around showing why she is among the elite backcourt prospects in 
her class. She has a strong guard frame, deceptive athleticism and a high-level 
skillset.  She can run from the point with a strong handle, good instincts, and a balanced 
game. She is at her best on the attack putting the D on their heels with her strength, agility 
and athleticism going to the bucket. She had a strong showing at AIS, which included a 16 
point effort. 
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Jamaya Thomas   2025 / 6'1 / PF / Lawrence North 
 
I'm not sure any sophomore impressed more than Jamaya. She started as a frosh on a 
traditional 4A power and had an impact club season playing at a high level. She has a 
strong post frame, athleticism at the bucket and is a handful on the frontline. She has good 
touch in the paint, shows the ability to score it with multiple post moves and has an 
explosiveness that compliments her strength and agility. She rebounds her area and is a 
physical presence defensively. She was active and productive throughout the event 
including games of 16 and 15 points.  

  

  

 

 

Jessa Troy   2025 / 5'5 / SG / Penn 
 
Jessa is known as an elite long baller shooter, and she did just that throughout the event 
knocking down three after three. She started the day off with seven triples and an event 
high of 25 points. She added another four and 16 points in game two. She started as frosh 
on 4A power Penn and plays at an elite club level. She has a solid backcourt skill set and 
can handle it when needed, can create space and shots on hard close outs and is shot ready 
and doesn't need much time to let it fly. You must account for her on every possession, or 
you will pay.  

  

 

 

 

Leah West   2025 / 6'1 / PF / Greensburg 
 
Leah has a unique combination of size, agility and skill. She has a strong post frame, a 
good deal of athleticism and a versatile skill set that makes her a tough matchup. She can 
pull down a board and push the ball in the open court, she can bury an opponent on the 
block or step out and knock down a three or put together a downhill attack from the wing. 
She showed her versatility throughout the event with consistent productive play. She has a 
lot of upside and is among the top frontlines in her class.  
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2026 AIS Class 

 
 

Myah Epps   2026 / 5'10 / CG / Homestead 

Myah has a strong long athletic frame, showed a versatile skill set throughout the event 
and looked like anything but an incoming frosh with her ability to handle against 
pressure and create space and scoring opportunity for herself and teammates. Smooth 
and instinctual with the ball and a playmaker on both ends. She already has a top of the 
class toolbox but will continue to develop at a fast pace being in programs that will 
challenge her. Myah has multiple D1 offers before playing her first high school contest. 

  

 

  

Gabby Helsom   2026 / 5'10 / CG / Homestead 

Gabby has a strong guard frame, is a three-level scorer, and has a nice feel for the action 
on both ends. She is extremely confident with the ball and has the skill and savvy that 
allows her to create shots in a variety of ways. She is one of the more versatile scorers in 
the class with the ability to knock down jumpers at all levels and gets to the bucket off the 
bounce.  She is in programs where she will be challenged against high level talent and 
will continue adding to her bag. Gabby was selected to the All-Showcase Team, having 
two of the highest outputs of 19 and 18 point games.   
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Kennedy Holman   2026 / 5'7 / PG / HSE 

KK had an outstanding July while playing at the 15U level and she continued that high 
level of play into the showcase as she displayed a mature and skilled game from the 
point.  She handled it against pressure, made good decisions with the ball and repeatedly 
setup teammates and put herself into position for efficient play. She has nice athleticism, 
skill and toughness in her game. She is another prospect that plays in high level programs 
that will advance her game quickly. KK was selected to the All-Showcase Team, with her 
smooth consistent play throughout the event. 

  

 

 

Brooklynn Renn   2026 / 6'2 / SF / Silver Creek 

Brooklynn is one the most intriguing prospects in the class with a tremendous amount of 
upside and potential. She is extremely long with wingspan and fluid and mobile with the 
ball. She is comfortable handling, can attack from the wing or mid-post, and capable of 
posting up. She runs the floor well, can block shots and is disruptive defensively with her 
length and rebounds her area with her agility and reach. As she continues to get stronger, 
and possibly grows even more she has the physical attributes and skill to be at the top of 
the class. 

  

  

  

The other frosh prospects had outstanding day as well, including Aly Powers (Greensburg) with a 19 point game, 
Brooke Zartman (Warsaw) hitting 7 triples in one half for the highest frosh output of the day with 21 points.  Lillian 
Barnes (Valparaiso) showed off her versatile backcourt skillset throughout, Maya Layton (Faith Christian) was 
skilled from point in drills and games, Kayla Stidham (Hamilton Southeastern) scored it as one of the top shooters in 
the class and Whitney Ankenbruck (Homestead) showed as another skilled prospect that's part of the talented Spartan 
frosh class. 
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See all 12 IGBRR All-Indiana Showcase games on BallerTV, rosters at IGBRR.COM 

 

 
 
 

Over 725+ AIS photos across four photo galleries at IGBRR.COM 
 

 
 
 

IGBRR.COM 



 

 

 

Coverage on BallerTV.COM / Twitter at hashtag #AIS22 


